Abstract
We report on a search for supersymmetry using the D detector. The 1994-1996 data sample of p s = 1:8 TeV pp collisions was analyzed for events containing two leptons (e or ), two or more jets, and missing transverse energy.
Assuming the minimal supergravity model, with A 0 = 0 and < 0, various thresholds were employed to optimize the search. No events were found beyond expectation from background. We set a lower limit at the 95% C.L. of 255 GeV/c 2 for equal mass squarks and gluinos for tan = 2, and present exclusion contours in the (m 0 ; m 1=2 ) plane for tan = 2{6.
Typeset using REVT E X Supersymmetric extensions of the standard model (SM) have been the subject of intense theoretical and experimental investigation in recent years. The simplest, the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), incorporates supersymmetry (SUSY) 1], a fundamental space-time symmetry relating fermions to bosons. SUSY requires the existence of a partner (a sparticle) for every SM particle, and at least one additional Higgs doublet. The added assumption of conservation of R-parity, a multiplicative quantum number (+1 for SM particles and ?1 for their SUSY counterparts), implies the pair production of sparticles in high energy collisions. The sparticles can decay directly, or via lighter sparticles, into nal states containing SM particles and stable lightest supersymmetric particles (LSPs). LSPs are weakly interacting objects 2] that escape detection, and produce a large apparent imbalance in transverse energy (E / T ) in the event. This is a characteristic signature for SUSY processes.
In this Letter we describe a search for production of squarks (e q), gluinos (e g), charginos (e 1?2 ), and/or neutralinos (e 0 1?4 ). Because of the large number of free parameters in the generic MSSM, we have chosen to compare our data with a class of minimal low-energy supergravity (mSUGRA) models 5] that are more tightly constrained. These are parameterized in terms of only ve free parameters: a common SUSY-breaking mass (m 0 ) for all scalars, a common mass for all gauginos (m 1=2 ), a common value for all trilinear couplings (A 0 ), the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs elds (tan ), and the sign of , where is the Higgsino mass parameter. We assume A 0 = 0 and < 0 in this analysis.
The D detector 6] consists of a liquid-argon calorimeter surrounding central tracking chambers, all enclosed within an iron toroidal muon spectrometer. Structurally, the calorimeter is segmented into a central calorimeter (CC) and two end calorimeters (EC). Within the central tracking chambers, a transition radiation detector (TRD) aids in electron identi cation in the CC.
The data were collected during the 1994-1996 Tevatron collider run. We triggered on an electron, one jet, and E / T for the ee and e signatures, and on a muon and a jet for the signatures. The integrated luminosity was 108 6 pb ?1 for ee and e signatures, and 103 5 pb ?1 for signatures. The original data sample of several million events was reduced by requiring that events have two leptons satisfying loose identi cation criteria, two jets with E T > 15 GeV, and E / T > 14 GeV. This sample of 24,233 predominantly multijet events was used in the subsequent analysis.
Jets were reconstructed from the energy deposition in the calorimeter in cones of radius R = p ( ) 2 + ( ) 2 = 0:5, where is the azimuthal angle with respect to the beam axis, and is the pseudorapidity. Additional details concerning reconstruction and energy calibration can be found in Refs. 6{8]. Jets were required to be in the region j j < 2:5. We selected electrons in the CC (j j < 1:1) and in the EC (1:5 < j j < 2:5) using, respectively, a 5-variable and a 4-variable likelihood function based on the fraction of energy deposited in the electromagnetic (EM) portion of the calorimeter, a shower-shape variable, track ionization (dE=dx) in the central detector, the quality of the match between the reconstructed track and the center of gravity of the calorimeter cluster ( TRK ), and a variable based on the energy deposited in the TRD (not used for the EC). The identi cation e ciency for electrons was determined using a sample of Z ! ee events, and depends on jet multiplicity (high track-multiplicity degrades the resolution of TRK ). We de ned an electron isolation
, where E 0:2 EM is the EM energy in a cone of R = 0:2, and E 0:4 tot is the total calorimeter energy in a cone of R = 0:4. We required I < 0:3 in this analysis. The identi cation e ciencies for isolated electrons were typically 78{84% for CC electrons, and 63{69% for EC electrons 3].
Muon identi cation is detailed in Ref. 8] . Muons were required to have j j < 1:7 and to lie outside of all reconstructed jets de ned by R = 0:5 cones. To remove poorly measured muons, the direction of the vector E / T was required to be more than 10 degrees in away from any muon track; this reduced the acceptance by about 10% per muon.
Our data sample was further re ned by requiring two good jets with E T > 20 GeV, E / T > 20 GeV, a ducial cut on the event vertex 3], and o ine lepton selections of: E T (e 1 ) > 17 GeV and E T (e 2 ) > 15 GeV, or E T (e) > 17 GeV and E T ( ) > 4 GeV, or E T ( 1 ) > 20 GeV and E T ( 2 ) > 10 GeV. This left 10 ee, 6 e , and 3 events.
Background came from four sources: tt, Z and W boson, and QCD jet production. The tt and Z boson backgrounds were calculated using published cross sections 9,10] and a fast detector-simulation package (described below), while QCD multijet and W+jets backgrounds were estimated from data. For the ee and e signatures, we selected events with nearly the same topology, except that one isolated electron was missing and an extra jet was required in its place. The background was then estimated using the measured probability of one of the jets being misidenti ed as an isolated electron 3]. For signatures, the background sample was de ned by one isolated and one non-isolated muon (within a jet), and two or three other jets. The measured probability for a non-isolated muon to appear as an isolated muon was used to estimate the background from this source 8]. The QCD and W+jets backgrounds were combined because they are topologically similar: for W boson events, the identi ed lepton is real, and for QCD the identi ed lepton is due to a jet uctuation. For the accepted ee and events, about 50% of the background results from Z boson production, 30% from QCD/W +jets, and 20% from tt production. For the accepted e events, the breakdown was 10%, 60%, and 30%, respectively.
The uncertainties in the QCD/W +jets backgrounds stemmed from energy scale (12%), the probability of lepton misidenti cation (15%), and statistics (2{100%). The uncertainties in the other backgrounds were due to trigger and identi cation e ciencies (11{15%), cross section (8{30%), energy scale (2%), and Monte Carlo statistics (2{50%). The large statistical uncertainties dominate only when backgrounds are negligible (< 0:1 events).
To check for systematic uncertainties in misidenti cation of electrons, we enlarged our ee event sample by 32 events by selecting interactions that contained two good electrons and at least one jet. The E / T for these 42 events is compared in Fig. 1 with the analogous background estimate from QCD/W +jets. The two distributions in Fig. 1 were normalized to each other in the 15{20 GeV interval, where background dominates, and are seen to be consistent over the entire range of E / T , thereby supporting an assertion that the selected ee events are consistent with mismeasurement (or uctuation) of energy in the calorimeter.
The usual way to search for a signal is to generate signal and background events and then to optimize a single set of requirements that yields the best discrimination. A problem with this method is that the optimum thresholds vary as a function of the mSUGRA input parameters. In essence, one must select di erent requirements at every point in model space, which is exceptionally demanding in computing resources.
We performed an approximate optimization of selection criteria on a grid of thresholds, as exempli ed in Table I . For ee signatures, we considered sets of requirements both with and without an exclusion of ee invariant mass (M ee ) around the Z boson mass. For signatures, a cut of E / T > 40 GeV provided the best reduction in the Z boson background. Each unique combination of thresholds is called a channel. In all, we de ned 16 ee, 24 e , and 12 channels, for a total of 52.
To handle the large number of channels, a specialized Monte Carlo was written 3] that incorporated spythia 11] as the event generator. This Monte Carlo used a fast simulation of the detector, the trigger, and particle identi cation, using e ciencies and resolutions from data, and calculated the probability of observing events in each of the 52 channels. The primary outputs were the e ciencies i = B " trig " id a det (products of the branching fraction, trigger e ciency, identi cation e ciency, and detector acceptance, respectively) for each channel i, and the theoretical production cross section. The fast Monte Carlo reproduced e ciencies obtained in a more detailed simulation to 1{2% accuracy.
Because looser requirements produced event samples that were supersets of tighter requirements, the channels within a given signature are correlated. To avoid bias, we chose a \best" channel for each signature (repeated for each mSUGRA model analyzed) based on the background estimate and expected signal. Speci cally, for each model k, where k denotes a speci c choice of m 0 , m 1=2 and tan , we de ned an expected signi cance for channel i: S analogous maximum S k cmb , yielding four search channels per model. For each model k, we calculated the four 95% con dence level (C.L.) limits on the cross section, x lim with x = ee, e , , or cmb, using a standard Bayesian prescription, with a at prior for the signal cross section 3]. We also calculated a model-independent limit for the product . Table I summarizes the background predictions and the number of observed events in representative channels, and the (one-sided Poisson) probability that the background uctuated to produce the observed events. Indicated in bold font are the three best channels for the model m 0 = 280 GeV/c 2 and m 1=2 = 51 GeV/c 2 , where we obtained ee = (0:49 0:05)%, e = (0:09 0:01)%, = (0:24 0:02)%, and ee lim = 58 pb, for tot = 84 pb.
We generated about 10,000 models, k, randomly in the space 0 < m 0 < 300 GeV/c 2 , 10 < m 1=2 < 110 GeV/c 2 , and 1:2 < tan < 10, to obtain a rough exclusion region. Near the boundary of the m 0 and m 1=2 exclusion region, higher statistics samples were generated for several values of tan . Figure 2 The contours in Fig. 2 GeV and E T (e 2 ) > 15 GeV. For , the requirements were 10 and 20 GeV. For e , each channel required E T (e) > 17 GeV, and E T ( ) as speci ed, . For all signatures, the leading jet E T is j 1 , and we required N jets with E T > 20 GeV. The uncertainty on the background is the sum in quadrature of systematic and statistical contributions. The probability is for the background to uctuate to produce the number of observed events. ( ) lim is the 95% C.L. exclusion on the product of the total cross section, branching ratio, and all e ciencies, in fb.
